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Dear <<First Name>>,
This email looks a little different this month because we are moving to a new
email news system! Hopefully we will be able to resolve some issues that folks
have been having receiving the email and now everyone who wants to will be 'in
the know.' And please, let me know if you didn't receive this (just kidding,
hopefully you are reading right now!)

SENT TO SIERRA LEONE: This month our friends in the N CA Dress-a-Girl
group from Sacramento asked if we could help them send dresses to Sierra
Leone. One of their missionaries is visiting next month and was sending ahead
3 pallets of supplies, so we were able to send 335 dresses! YAY!!!

NATIONAL Dress-a-Girl NEWS: Check out the national DAG newsletter from
Rachel here. Lots of good stuff going on!

SOME SEWING REMINDERS: As always, we have some sewing reminders!
Thank you so much for paying attention to these...it really helps us as we
inspect, size, and pack the dresses.
When hemming your dress OR when sewing down the casing, there is no
need to double turn it under. In other words, just sew along the edge that
has been serged. Our sergers work hard to give us this short-cut, so be
sure to take advantage of it (plus it doesn't waste any fabric.)
When returning your dresses, there's no need to put them each back into
an individual bag, because....we just have to take them out!
You can
just tuck all the bags into one for us to reuse and return with your dresses.
(And when you return, it also helps if the ties are UNTIED.) Thank you!
If you hare sewing a larger dress that has/needs a slit, please make sure
that the slit is no longer than 4" or so. We had some medium -sized
dresses this month with a 9" slit!
(Dresses 32"+ should have a slit/kick
pleat in the back seam at the hem; this gives the older girls a little bit more
room to move around. If there's not a slit already serged, it's easy to put
one in...instructions on the website here.
Pocket placement: fold dress in half so that the top elastic touches the
hem. Place the top of the pocket at that half-way point on the dress
...approximately the little girl's waist. Check out the explanation/photos on
the website here.

BOX OF JOY: As I mentioned in our last news, we sent 2300 dresses to Box of
Joy (you can read more about their organization here); Dawn is the Logistics
Manager who coordinates our shipments to them and she wanted me to relay
this message to you:
You and your ladies are such a blessing!! Please extend your sincere
gratitude, and be assured you are all in our prayers! Suzanne, we pray
every Tues for our generous donors, so please feel free to let us know if
you or your ladies need any extra prayers!

FUN DRESS DESIGNS: You guys are amazing with your skill and creativity...
here are just a few of what came in this month...these from Annie!

UPCOMING DATES!
Mark your calendar now! You don't want to miss these final 2021 events!

OCTOBER SEWFEST: OCTOBER 9, 9 AM- 3 PM
HOLY CROSS LUTHERAN CHURCH
1020 MOCHO ST, LIVERMORE
OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD DRESS DROP OFF
Last call for finished dresses...must be turned in by November 15-19 so that they
can be labeled and sized in time for the delivery.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4
CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON, 11:30-2:00
Holy Cross Lutheran Church
COME FOR HOLIDAY FUN & FELLOWSHIP!
We missed last year and can't wait to get together to celebrate the season, chat,
have fun, and praise God for our accomplishments the past 18+ months! God
has been so good to us and has given us this ministry! We are very grateful for
every one of you. Please come celebrate with us on this day. MORE DETAILS
TO FOLLOW

THANK YOU so much for all that you do, at home or at our events. We will
probably never know what a difference a dress makes (well, maybe when we get
to heaven!), but you can be assured that it does make a difference! May God
bless you all!
Blessings,
Suzanne
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